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THE DEVELOPMENT OF MONETARY CO-OPBRATIOII EI

AFRICA; APPLICATION OF A THEORY OF OPTDÍUM

CURRENCY AREAS*

The historic fragnentation in monetary arrangements in
Africa has been accentuated by the collapse of traditional
mechanisms for the adjustment of external payments, internal
prices, and development finance needs. Growing disintegration
in the infrastructure of monetary areas and currency relation¬
ships is a major obstacle to rationalisation and regional
economic and monetary integration. This paper argues that new

currency areas need to be created, more optimal in their
character and functioning and more evidently geared to African
needs, and new forms of monetary co-operation devised to cope
with problems of regional inequalities, of accelerating grotvth
and maintaining monetary stability.

Two basic problems are examined:

The redefinition of monetary areas, and
the choice of a strategy and measures for

developing monetary co-operation.

Although a need to co-oporate is often acknowledged,
the question 'co-operation for what?» is only frequently
considered.

The principal problems which studies on monetary co¬

operation and payments arrangements in Africa characteristically
address themselves to are the need to develop intra-African trade
and to shift those obstacles to liberalised trading conditions
and the harmonisation of intra-regional trade and economic

-*This preliminary paper is an outline for a larger study
on monetary relationships and integration in Africa. I wish to
acknowledge the valuable assistance of Mr. F.E. Jones-Asgill,
Research Officer at the Bank of Sierra Leone, particularly in
the processing of trade, payments and reserve data. I must
thank the Deputy Governor of the Bank, Mr. A.S.C. Johnson,
for permitting Mr. Jones-Asgill to work with me.



policies which result fron regional payments difficulties.
Trade expansion and liberalisation objectives thus delineate the
geographical scope and substantive content of regional co¬

operation in money and payments, with analyses of intra-regionai
trade structures and tariff levels constituting the most favoured
medium.

More elastic regional clearing and compensation arrange¬
ments would probably strengthen the basis for expanding intra-
regional trade through increasing the assurance of payments,
reducing transactions costs in foreign currencies, and through
the minimisation of judicial and administrative obstacles to
trade. TThile the neagre ne ss of infra-African trade relations
is hardly an adequate argument against more comprehensive
payments agreements, by themselves such agreements contribute
little towards handling payments problems in respect of countries
total trade. Africa's external trading and financial relations
and the payments and adjustment problems they occasion create a
need for extending and deepening the scope for monetary and
economic co-operation among African nations. These problems
occur in three variously interdependent areas: global payments
adjustment, the maintenance of relative stability in internal
prices and accelerating regional development. Sustained and
regionally balanced growth is the ultimate economic goal of
monetary co-operation. It requires that intra-regiomal monetary
arrangements contribute to the maximisation of the growth
potential — 'development creation' - of regions as well as

component economies.

The combination of greater flexibility, more frequent
adjustment of parities, particularly of central rates, and the
attractiveness of wider margins for key currencies pose problems
for African countries more severe than for many developing
countries with less dependent monetary and currency relation¬
ships. Not the least of them is the dimunition in their
traditionally restricted freedom of action in the effective
exercise of exchange rate flexibility. Further inroads seem



likely in the face of the increasing management of exchange
rate structures in inward-looking blocs and the possibility
of a retreat into protectionism and away from the global
character of the international monetary system.

Concern with problems arising from deficiencies in inter¬
national reserve assets and from the need to use Africa's

external monetary resources more efficiently for stabilization
and growth defines a 'new' area of monetary co-operation in
Africa, in relation to which co-operation for mutual trade

expansion nay be regarded as secondary.

Section I examines manifestations of disintegration in
monetary arrangements and adjustment mechanisms and the immediacy
of the need for co-operation, in terms of thetcosts of fragmenta¬
tion. Section II is a critique of the theory of optimum currency

areas as a framework for solving the problem of dividing a region
of countries and diversified currency areas into a set of optimum
monetary areas in which more efficient and flexible adjustment
processes can be programmed. An outline of a model for solving
the 'which country - which optimum currency area' problem is
given in Section III, on the significance of the factor of size
in regional economic groupings. In Section IV is examined the
contribution of money and monetary systems to the more general
processes of economic integration. In the last Section, a

strategy for developing monetary co-operation within and among

redefined monetary areas is briefly sketched.

I. MONETARY DISINTEGRATION ST AFRICA

Africa's monetary arrangements have always been somewhat
fragmented. In recent years, the principal cohesive factor was

the network of formalised links between national currency regimes
and currencies of metropolitan European powers which are also the
bases of multinational currency areas - the Sterling Area and
the Franc Area. The parities of these primary currencies,
specified ir. terms of international reserve currencies or gold,
are normally altered only in the event of severe and protracted



absolute or relative imbalances in the respective British and
French external payments.

The Sterling Area included in its domain several national

currencies with parities nominally independent of but effectively
fixed in relation to the pound. Members' official reserves and
the bull: of assets privately held abroad were mainly in sterling,
traditionally an eminently attractive store of international
value. In spite of regional variations in the nomenclature of
currencies and monetary authorities, the African Franc Zone is,
in contrast, virtually a common currency area. Regional monetary
organizations with limited autonomy stand in federal relationship
with the French Treasury at the apex of the system. The Banque
Central des Etats de L'Afrique de L'Ouest and the Banque Centrale
des Etats de L'Afrique Equatoriale et du Cameroun nominally hold
member countries' external assets other than their IMF Gold

Tranche and SDR allocations. The guarantee by the French
Treasury of convertibility of CFA francs info French francs
at a fixed rate permits their further convertibility into
reserve currencies, subject only to the controls applicable to
conversion of French francs. This unilateral guarantee; which
is largely "a natter of faith", enjoins Zone members to accept
the monetary discipline of the Treasury in return for formally
unrestricted access to exchange reserves commonly held ir. Paris.

The paper argues that these monetary areas, their
institutional structures and regulatory relationships are
inefficient relative to the character and magnitudes of
African disequilibrium systems of payments, internal price
adjustment, savings/investment gaps, and to the objective
conditions for their adjustment. It explores possibilities
for creating optimum currency areas and the bases of their

functioning.

There is optimality when the mechanism of adjustment
satisfied the following minimum conditions:-



(a) permits orderly and flexible long-run change
in exchange rates;

(b) restores balanced international payments
without undue restrictions on inter-regional
and international trade and capital movements;

(c) corrects external dise quilibrium with minimum
disturbance to internal price stability and

employment;

(d) permits regionally balanced groxíth with component
economies realising their full growth potential;

(e) ensures minimisation and equitable distribution

among countries of adjustment burdens.

A monetary area is an optimum currency area in which a

mechanism of adjustment exists, whether comprising fixed or

fluctuating exchange rates and/or other optinalising institutions
or arrangements, capable of securing the best possible resolution
of these sometimes conflicting minimum adjustment objectives.

These definitions of optimality and of the optimum

currency area are deliberately rather more comprehensive -

leading perhaps to less powerful, less elegant analytical
results - than is traditional, as for.instance in Mundell (1961)
and Meade (l95i) whose definitions are narrower and crisper.
The argument of this paper is that the evaluation of the
relevance and effectiveness of a currency regime for purposes

of practical policy, notably where alternative adjustment

systems are being considered requires no less a basis.

In terms of an insurance principle, membership of larger
monetary areas would be expected to compensate for the structural
deficiencies of small national monetary areas in economies with

rudimentary monetary and financial institutions and relationships.
Since the sterling and franc areas logically function as essen¬

tially global structures with no obvious orientation towards

regional objectives, particularly in reserve, payments and



exchange-'rate management, compensation remains incomplete and
has occasioned substantial, often protracted adjustment costs
for African members. Some régionalisation in scope and
function has always existed in both monetary areas. The
Franc Zone in West and Central Africa has been managed

ostensibly as a regional multinational facility with credit
and fiscal policy determined centrally for a region as a whole.
In the sterling area regional currency boards provided a limited
framework for localised adjustment in individual countries.

However, in both monetary areas, the basic adjustment mechanisms
comprising pooled reserves, identical or linked exchange
parities, regulation by metropolitan authorities of currency

and credit policies operate globally. They have however been
sustained even though they had long shed their global rationale
and the implicit assumption of homogeneity in economic interest
and goals within each area ceased to be realistic. The conflict

was sharper in the franc area which has been a de facto common

currency area yet functioning in essence as "a defensive

organisation designed to serve the interest of the metropolis".

Contraction has been more pronounced in the pound's
status and role as a unit of account, intervention currency and
vehicle currency. Evident since 1914 and more conspicuous
following the suspension of convertibility in 1931, régionalisa¬
tion culminated in the floating of the pound in 1972 and
Britain's unilateral limitation of the sterling area effectively
to herself alone. A series of major sterling crisis since 1945;
and the transformation of London from an original source of fund
for world trade and overseas development into a financial

entrepot, have combined to weaken the pound's top currency

status.



Contraction in statue, function and utility has
accentuated the costs of African membership while affording
few bases for a real régionalisation of monetary systems in
which autonomy in management is localised in regional institu¬
tions operating to satisfy local needs. Independence in Africa
has underscored the fragmentation in her monetary infrastructure,
especially among sterling countries, as well as the extent and
costliness of monetary dependence on Europe. The decline in
Europe's monetary leadership since 1945, within what has become
an 'international disequilibrium system', accentuated the costs
of fragmentation and dependence.

Table I shows monetary areas in relation to existing
Sub-Regions. Fragmentation, measured by the number of homogeneous
monetary areas in a Sub-Region and of countries in each area,

is most extensive in West Africa, while homogeneity is highest
in Central Africa. Within 'regional' currency areas, national
currency domains are small and their institutions have fex-;
formalised monetary links with those in other monetary areas

in the Sub-Region. Common membership even of dominant monetary
areas does not normally imply the existence of direct monetary
relations between governments or monetary authorities. Where
such relations exist they result essentially from inter¬
governmental decisions to create common monetary institutions:
UDEAC countries set up the BCAEC and the UDEAO countries the
BCEAO. These institutions, nevertheless, are organized and
function essentially within the superstructure of monetary
and economic relations with France.

Currency areas in a Sub-Region are products of a common

imperial, economic and administrative tradition and relation¬
ships, while Sub-Regions reflect the administrative convenience
of international organizations and the geo-political necessities
of intergovernmental co-operation. . In terns of the degree of
homogeneity in countries' economic structure, their development
levels, and in existing and prospective patterns of mutual
trade dependence, neither kind of grouping is by itself a



necessary basis for organising monetary co-operation. Both

groupings are no doubt suited to various other purposes.

PAYMENTS ADJUSTMENT

The need for a nore systematically constructed infra¬
structure of monetary areas may be judged through detailed
examination of the functioning nodes of traditional mechanisms
of adjustment of payments, exchange rates, capital needs and
resources, and of expansion possibilities in mutual trade and

regional growth.

Regarding payments, the criterion of adequacy and
appropriateness is whether there exists in a monetary area or

Sub-Region a specifically regional adjustment mechanism which
maximises opportunities for optimal adjustment within individual
countries and between them and ether countries within a Sub-Region.
A mechanism is not necessarily inadequate or inappropriate merely
or only because France or Britain nets larger gains from its
operation than the CFA franc area or the OSA. (Clearly, however,
the size of the balance of net advantage in centre-periphery
relationships would be the key to whether and at what cost
existing arrangement would be retained as mutually satisfactory).

On this test, no durable mechanisms exist either in the
reserve pooling arrangements or in intra-bloc trade relations
for real adjustment of trade and payments imbalances.

Payments adjustment mechanisms in the sterling and franc
areas operate primarily as universal systems with only limited
differentiation either on a country or regional basis. It is
traditionally in respect of the respective French and British
payments positions that a real balance is defined and sustained.

The pooling of member countries' external assets under French

and British 'ownership' and management afforded each Area as a

whole substantial economies in the need to hold and use reserves.

While member countries held all or most of their reserves in

liquid assets in the area currency, they enjoyed the not entirely



noniiial advantage of access to a growing fund of reserves even

when a country's trade was in deficit. Countries were thus let
off from the day to day cares of financing and adjusting their
deficits.

At the area level, trade balance resulted from conple-
nentarities in trade patterns due in part to extensive privileged
trading relations. Such complementarities were more far reaching
within the sterling area. Because of the commodity and geographi¬
cal patterns of their trade overseas sterling area (OSA) payments
normally moved into deficits simultaneously with movements towards

surpluses in Britain's payments. Complementarities between OSA's
net trade deficits with Britain and net surpluses in their non-

sterling area trade, and Britain's net surpluses with the Area
and net deficits in non-Area trade ensured basic balance in Area

payments.

i/ith the growth since the late 1950s in OSA imports from,
and exports too to, non-sterling countries, notably Japan,

Germany, France, East European countries and China, following
the abolition of Commonwealth Preferences, the removal of trade
discrimination against the dollar, and the growing relative
uncompetitiveness of British manufactured exports, OSA countries
have moved into deficits in their non-sterling trade and net

surpluses in trade with Britain.

These developments, besides ending the complementarity
on which a real balance had traditionally been anchored, have
accentuated the disequilibration of benefits implicit in
conventional sterling area adjustment processes.

In the franc area, balances in individual country payments
have been secured mainly through favourable net movements of
capital and, in the area as a whole, through a complex system
of trade preferences, administered prices, and monetary regulation.
Net capital inflows to CFA franc countries generally result from

? !

surpluses in official aid and other governmental transfers which
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exceed the deficits on trade account with France and in non-

comnercial private transactions.

Complementarities of the sterling area and franc zone

types were products of particular phases in colonial history,
particular manifestations of an interdependence imposed or

acquiesced inj they no longer provide a durable basis for

furthering co-operation. There is a need to take account

more fully of the compatibilities of economies and complenentari-
tiés in trade and payments, to develop more effective payments
arrangements on a truly regional basis.

f

3XCKANGE RATE ADJUSTMENT

In practice, African countries have derived some rationalisa¬
tion of their limited currency domains and their implicit inability
to sustain an effective independent exchange rate policy through
more or less permanent alignment of parities with those of
primary currencies. T.7here linked parities impose obligations
not to restrict trade and capital movements within the monetary
area - as in African franc zone and in the smaller sterling area

countries which normally have to follow the parity paths of the
pound - linked parity countries have been able to exercise only
marginal direct influence on their own price, production and
employment levels through independent monetary initiatives.
Linked parities, though, have often not ensured compensatory
movements of resources into CFA and OSA countries when their

payments were in deficits. On the other hand deficits in the

French and British payments have normally occasioned compensatory
resource movements from the CFA and OSA areas even when the

latter's payments were in deficits.

These primary costs resulting from a lack of adjustment
mechanisms specifically geared to African members' disequilibrium
systems manifest themselves in two major forms. First, linked
parities often diverge for protracted periods and by large
amounts from their 'equilibrium' values. For example, since



the. mid-1960s the larger African sterling countries have pursued

increasingly independent policies and become less likely to

accept the logic of British economic and monetary policies;
with diminished complementarity in sterling area trade and

payments, rev; effective mechanisms now exist to ensure either

that countries' rates of exchange are 'right' and 'realistic'
or that a misaligned linked currency parity becomes more appro¬

priate or an equilibrium, rate is maintained following a unilatera
change in the exchange value of sterling.

Even in the franc area with a tradition of more compatible
and closely co-ordinated monetary, credit and exchange policies,
linked currency parities are often conspicuously 'wrong'. Indeed
it is precisely because orthodox financial discipline and
excessive monetary conservatism in the CFA franc area are

necessary to stabilize the exchange value of the common currency,

the French franc, and to sustain convertibility of the CFA franc,
that the letter's parity is often misaligned. Particularly since
the late sixties the CFA franc has been overvalued not only
relative to outside currencies, notably regional currencies such
as the Nigerian naira and the Ghanaian cedi, but also relative
to the rest of the franc area itself.

Second, there is the probability that when crisis changes
are made in primary exchange rates, a disproportionate share of
transitional as well as continuing adjustment costs fall on

linked currency countries which are normally constrained to
make or forego adjustments dictated by their own needs. However,
no satisfactory theory of the cost of exchange crisis exists to
enable us to determine how money and real costs are distributed
among currencies in an interdependent system of related parities.
These costs are no doubt significant since, firstly, initiative
for adjustment in primary parities and the determination of the

degree of such adjustment are taken by primary currency countries
relative to their needs and to the policy choices they have made
to fulfil them. Secondly, linked currency countries have

measurably less capacity for determining and implementing



appropriate accommodation relative to their own needs through
exchange rate, price and budgetary and fiscal policy.
Incompleteness in adjustment has often been protracted.
Whether parities are sustained or, as often, they are sympathe¬
tically adjusted, enforced relative change imposes sacrifice in
reserves, increased demand for international liquidity, and the
additional costs of further restrictions on trade, payments and
capital movements and on domestic activity.

t

TRADE AND CAPITAL

Sterling area and franc area countries -are presumed to
gain significantly from unrestricted trade and capital movement
within their areas and from the imposition of virtually uniform
discrimination against non-members. The implicit presumption
that gains from free trade and capital transactions exceed
losses through restrictions on trade and capital with non-

members is however often invalid. So is the presumption that
substantial trade creation would materialise within common

currency areas. For example, the abolition by West African
Sterling Countries of Commonwealth Preferences and of discrinin
tory foreign exchange regulation during the sixties has produce
for these countries evidently greater optimisation of trade
opportunities and of welfare gains than under the orthodox
sterling area regime.

Free trade and factor mobility within the West African

sterling cone and discrimination against franc zone and other
countries failed to produce appreciable growth in mutual trade
among sterling countries during the fifties. In spite of even

greater freedom in labour and capital movements and in commerce

within and among the CFA central banking areas, the quantum and
growth rate of mutual trade has remained small. Among Entente

Countries, for instance, reciprocal exports and imports are

rather less than 4% of total foreign trade. While CFA franc
countries traded more substantially among themselves than

sterling countries, it seems reasonable to maintain that
geographical contiguity and shared colonial relations explain
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rather nore of the concentration of trade in monetary areas

than relative freedom in trade within them and the fact of the

common currency and consequent ease of settlement of commercial
transactions.

In the IMF's Ghana-Entente study it was argued that

membership of different monetary areas had not been in itself a

significant hindrance to expansion in mutual trade. TThile this
seems plausible in a two country few commodities, case, it seems

not unlikely, taking '/est Africa as a whole, that the plurality
and increasing fragmentation of monetary areas account for much
of the consistent decline in regional trade since the mid-sixties
The real costs of exchange conversions and of settlements
(waiting time, uncertainty, official and unofficial exchange
margins), over-valuation of currencies and their tendency to
drive currency transaction into black markets, an explicit
and implicit discrimination in favour of specific currencies
and markets, notably francs and French goods, all retard the
growth of trade and help distort trade patterns. There are

other obstacles such as the low degree of economic and infrastruc
tural integration.

PRESENT STATE CF NATIONAL CURRENCIES

From being a tightly-knit aggregation of countries whose
economies are linked informally by allegedly beneficial trade,
investment, and aid relations, and their currencies locked in in
fixed relationships, parities inflexibly managed, the area now

encompasses independent governments, economies and currencies in
visibly truncated economic and political links with Britain and
under highly differentiated domestic and external adjustment
pressures. Traditional acquiescence in a collective area

welfare has been transformed into deliberate choice and

diversity in member countries' responses to changes in the
parity of the pound or in Britain's foreign economic policies.
This tendency was first dramatized in the insignificant number
of consequential adjustments in area parities following devalua¬
tion of sterling in 1967. Few currencies adjusted their parities
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relative to sterling following the Smithsonian realignments,
and even fewer followed the pound that floated in 1972. All
but the smallest members in effective connon currency relationships
with storming have taken advantage of the principle of voluntarism
long implied in sterling area membership; to delimit their
commitments to the area in terns of those specific obligations
which they chose to accept. Sterling has in the process been
fully transformed into a negotiated currency.

National currencies are now only nominally part of a

larger monetary framework, benefiting less and less from a

diminishing fund of scale and external economies. Few currencies
remain pegged, either through explicit refusals to float with
the pound or through ç>ositive unpegging, as with Hong Kong and
Singapore dollars and the South African rand. Some currencies
remain imperfectly pegged with market parities upheld and capital
outflows restrained through stringent exchange controls.

This fragementation contrasts markedly with the continuing
cohesion in franc zone monetary arrangements, which have remained
rather uninfluenced either by independence or by the vast changes
in economy and society during the sixties.

Regional currencies particularly in V/est Africa exhibit
various dimensions of illiquidity, lack of convertibility,
market strength and acceptability; CFA francs with effective

convertibility into key currencies coexist uneasily with the
nearly inconvertible cedi of Ghana and the Guinean sily, for
instance.

There are three main paths to greater monetary cohesion
and effectiveness. First, to improve the efficiency of adjust¬
ment processes and the distribution of costs and benefits within

existing monetary areas. Second, to reconstitute franc zone

countries into national currency areas and establish machinery
for co-operation between them and sterling area countries.



Third, the organization of monetary co-operation within an

appropriate framework for regional adjustment in which regional
or sub-regional currency areas and corresponding monetary
institutions are set up with no formal links with foreign

monetary systems.

There are few mutually satisfactory economic and political
bases on which more substance and cohesiveness can be restored to

the sterling Area. Neither extension of the range and permanence

of the exchange guarantee under the Basle facility nor liberalisa¬
tion of the conditions regulating the withdrawal of sterling

balances, which would benefit the OSA, are attractive to
Britain. British interests lie in preserving the transitional
character of the facility, in minimising or eliminating conpensa-

tion and interest obligations, and in limiting the use of the
pound at the level of international transactions.

The definitive basis of the Franc Area is the trade-off

between exchange and convertibility guarantees by France and
variations in members' freedom to control monetary and fiscal

policies, trade and payments, and the conditions of access to
pooled reserves. Logically, further rationalisation of
individual members* needs, recognizing their 'economic
personality*, would require their acceptance of increasing
restrictions on convertibility of CFA into French francs and
on access to the reserve pool. Significantly more consultation
and co-ordinated initiatives among Zone members, individualised
monetary, exchange and payments relationships with France, and
less stringent pooling arrangements can hardly be secured together
otherwise. The requests by Mauritania, Congo-Brazzaville, Niger,
Madagascar and Cameroon for more localisation of control over

their own foreign reserves and over capital movements between
them and France, while maintaining the convertibility guarantee,
would at best produce unsatisfactory compromises, even in the
medium run.
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SUMMARY

The focus of this discussion of monetary integration nay

be expressed in a single general propositions fixed exchange
rate regimes among countries with independent nonetary-fiscal
authorities, significant intercountry differences in relative
factor endowments, and a high degree of factor immobility are

an inappropriate framework for simultaneous adjustment of their
external payments, internal price structures and growth
possibilities.

A system of fluctuating exchange rates may contribute
toward resolving misaligned parities and restoring balance.
It is possible, in principle, as Meade, Mindell and others have
done, to define an area (or areas) - each including more than
one country - in which a system of fluctuating rates would
produce optimisation in interina! adjustment and balance in
external payments, i.e. an optimum currency area.

However, such demonstrations are possible only at
rather high'levels of formal abstraction, affording few
operational bases for choice either of exchange rate regimes
or for delineating the geographical domains of currency areas.
Section II questions the relevance and significance of a choice
between fixed and fluctuating exchange rate regimes to the
problem of the determination of uptinun currency domains.
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11 • OPTUÎUII CURRENCY AR3A TH50RY AND INTEGRATION

Ronald Ilckinoon (1.963) claimed that 'the analytical
framework for considering a large number of countries jointly
and then deciding how they should be divided into optimum
currency regions .does not exist.' Ingram (1969) doubts
whether a division problem exists,, since the size of a currency

area 'can be whatever we want it to be.' The efficiency of a

currency area, he believes, depends not on its sice or whether
it is optimal but on the 'policy positions taken by governments ....

the firmness of their commitment .... attitudes of the population
toward the adjustment processes involved and on some

(neglected) economic considerations'. Ingram is no doubt right
about the significance of policy postures and of the stimcture
of inter-governnental commitment. None the less, we argue

(a) that size and optimality are critical in the formation of
policy positions and in determining the quality and durability
of commitment, (b) that the efficiency of a currency area is
closely related to its sise, (c) that optimum currency area

theory does not provide a complete framework for solving the
which country-which optimum currency area problem, and (d) that
there is a practical need for a framework of analysis.

The goals of regional adjustment and integration -

balanced growth and stabilization, intergovernmental co-operation
in policy and institutional development, and the necessity for
equalisation cf the burdens of adjustment - suggest that such
a framework would incorporate elements from monetary theory,
trade and growth theory and from a theory of multilateral

political accommodation.

Currency areas, like economic regions, aro both economic
units as well as definitive expressions of national sovereignty.
A model of currency area formation must accordingly integrate
strategic 'economic', elements with the more 'political'
phenomena of sovereignty, choice and commitment. The manner
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of such integration is crucial. Assuming, for example, that the
core of the nodel is 'economic1, how should questions of political
power relation's such as the interaction of sovereignties and the
reconciliation of interests be embodied in the 'economic' model?

In sets of interdependent political and economic equations?
Or in an iterative format requiring the' evaluation by political
scientists of the political acceptability and workability of an

'economic' solution?

The political aspects of optimum currency are (OCA)
theory are least developed because of difficulties in the
objective and.precise formal analysis of political relations.
The economic theory of: OCAs is comparatively more well founded
but is as much of limited operational utility as the political
analysis into which it is. only marginally integrated.

Snider (1967) recognises the basic fact that currency

areas form and function only through intergovernmental co-operation
and regulation and involve some delimitation in members' freedom
of action. 'Economic' criteria of sise and relative resource

endowments complete but do not dominate his specifications for
an OCA, as one with:

a single monetary-fiscal authority either
uniform distribution of productive resources

or a high degree of factor mobility

a central responsibility for compensatory
measures, and a certain minimum sise and
degree of self-sufficiency.

Beyond stating these 'qualifications' for an OCA, Snider
contributes little to solving the identification problem,
believing that as nations jealously guard their monetary-fiscal
independence 'it is difficult to imagine different countries
constituting an optimum currency area' necessarily involving
a pooling of monetary-fiscal authority, responsibility and



initiative. In any event, he concludes, from an unspecified
economic point of view, "the requirements for an optimum currency

area are probably as well satisfied in most national states as

they can be in practice in an imperfect world.11

More substantial contributions have been made. The

economic theory has developed as a formal model of choice
between fixed and fluctuating exchange rate regimes as

alternative mechanisms for optimal adjustment by a single
country of its payments relative to the rest of the world.
That regime, flexible or fixed, is optimal which sustains
payments equilibrium without creating unemployment. The basic
effort has been the search for relevant criteria, specified as

characteristics of the economy, for establishing whether the

activity (or geographical) region (or country) is optimal.

The various òptimality criteria or identification rules,
some mere variations on a few secondary themes, reduce effectively
to one or two central conditions. As a result, the range of policy
questions answerable by the theory is correspondingly limited.
Notably, little progress can bo recorded towards identification
and analysis of bases for choice of an optimal adjustment policy
for a group of countries among themselves as well as in their
collect.'ivo relation to the rest of the world. Since the logic
of the theory implies fixed parities within a currency area and
fluctuating parities against non-member currencies, analysis of
linked parities or 'currency-chair' relationships as adjustment
nodes appears to be regarded as being outside the purview of OCA
theory.

Mundell has often recognized* though apparently not
analysed in published writings known to the author, the problem
of optimal adjustment policy for a group of countries. In an

analysis (Mundell, 1972) higher in substantive political content
than his pioneering paper (Mundell, 19Ó1) he took a more

progressive view, than Snider's above, anticipating that the
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desire for preservation of monetary independence could bo

tempered by the centrepetal tendencies of common language,
common political tradition and group interest. In the earlier

paper he could see OCA theory as being relevant in analysing
economic relations in areas "in which political organisation
is in a state of flux, such as in ex-colonial areas and in
Western Europe .... and economic integration and disintegration
were issues." Later, (Mundell, 1969), he was to observe that
several countries, such as CFA and sterling area countries in
West Africa, which may wish to consider ivhat kind of currency

area they needed would have to determine whether their existing
currency areas met "the conditions of an optimum currency area."

However, neither Mundell's principal condition, internal
factor nobility and external factor immobility, nor his defini¬
tion of the optimum region as a domain in which exchange rates
are fixed, help in fixing the geographical confines of the OCA
or the kind of currency area it could be. For example, regarding
the latter, optimality conditions offer no satisfactory bases
for choice between membership of existing, large monetary areas
and a large monetary area of West African countries independent
of foreign 'master currencies'.

In 1961 Mundell defined an OCA as a domain within which

exchange rates are fixed, and regarded the problem of dividing
a region into OCA's as one of two aspects of a flexible exchange
rate problem, the other requiring the articulation of the
conditions under which flexible exchange rates would be
efficient in maintaining internal and external balance in an

'international disequilibrium system'. The logical domain of an

OCA is a region, as a fixed exchange rate common currency area,
and flexible exchange rates are justified only when based on a

regional currency, not national currencies. The argument, for
flexible exchage rates is strengthened the less nations

correspond to OCAs. Cooper (i960, p.l6) states the kernel of
'classical' OCA theory crisply: "xvhen should several countries



tie their currencies to. one another, but allow then to float
; <

relative to other countries? In other xíords, what is the
"ootinun currency area"?

That OCA theory nevertheless fails to establish the case

for flexible exchange rates raises' the possibility either that
the theory is being used to answer the wrong questions or

provides no answers to the right questions.

Few guidelines exist for determining the relative
significance of optinal'ity criteria or of the qualifications
which an OCA must fulfil. It is the free movement of labour

and capital that is generally stipulated. TThile Snider and
others specify uniformity in the distribution of resources

among countries, Mundell would require near perfect geographical
factor nobility but allows for the possibility of more or less
complete compensation for inter-regional labour and capital
immobility by flexibility in exchange rates. ICenen, arguing
that perfect labour nobility nay exist only in a single-product
region, proposed a supplementary or competing criterion of a

diversified product nix. ICenen's thesis is that the more

diversified an economy's product (the larger the geographical
area) the nore solid the justification for fixed exchange
parities - i.e. the nearer it is to an OCA. McKinnon endorses
factor nobility but would distinguish between geographic
physical factor nobility, contemplated mainly by Mundell, and
the mobility of factors among industries. Optinality criteria
need to be balanced, sonewhatï

"the criterion of size and openness of a

single-currency area in facilitating inter¬
industry production shifts has to be balanced
with purely geographic factor-nobility
considerations in determining the optimum
extent of a currency area."
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Sohnen (1969) regards as definitive the positive absence
of restrictions on inter-regional monetary transactions. Mundell
sees a large transactions domain as basic, but it is the free
movement of knowledge permitted by linguistic homogeneity which
he regards as definitive. Many of the second-order criteria
similarly derive from the formal logic of a system of flexible
exchange rates and are necessarily valid only within that frame¬
work. Others are less easily rationalized but have variously
been considered significant. These include a tendency towards
convergence in regional interest rate structures and the existence

of zero banking and brokerage costs in currency transactions -

both indicative of unified money and capital markets. Nearly all
optimality conditions present formidable problems of operational
definition and measurement.

'Size' as an optimality criterion is one of the main

pillars of the economic theory of OCA, yet no concept sufficiently
precise for analytical purposes is readily available. Neither

'geographical area' or 'economic importance' nor 'economic size'
or 'degree of self-sufficiency' are unambiguous even though they
are intuitively plausible concepts. Assuming that these criteria
are satisfactorily quantifiable, there are hardly any objective,
operational guides in the theory as to how much factor mobility,
of whatever kind, or what level of restrictions in the freedom
of monetary transactions or in currency convertibility, constitutes
a minimum condition for optimality in a currency area. Regarding
the latter, Sohmen, for instance, and McKinnon less emphatically,
want an 'assurance of perfect convertibility at all times'.

Mundell postulates a direct relationship between size and
the level of information and transactions costs, in which sub¬
stantial economies of scale are generated by a large volume of
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unimpeded transactions in a common currency. Lower unit costs
of. transactions result from economies of search, cheaper production
.and effective discrimination of information, and from social
economies available through linguistic homogeneity and the resulting
openness of inter-regional contacts. This economies of scale

argunent is realistic. Its usefulness seems limited. If we

can assess the minimum size or degree of factor mobility in a

currency area below which economies of scale are insignificant,
there is still hardly enough information to determine which of a

number of states, say of roughly similar size, should be included
in which optimum currency areas.

This underdetermination is evident in Mundell's belief,
no more, that countries that are large, growing rapidly and in
balance of payments surplus make good OCA partners. Such
currency areas would typically include only a few members. If
fast growing, large, surplus countries are natural OCA partners,
because their adjustment mechanisms are precise and robust, as is
their capacity for adjustment, should slow growing small countries
in payments deficits,typically LDC's try to form common currency

areas? The logic of the economies of scale argument would so

indicate. Yet Kenen (1969) for instance was even nor© emphatic:
the best OCA candidates were the development countries.

Mundell notes, significantly, that constructing OCAs is
a process of dynamic adjustment in which currency blocs form and
reform through trial and error into OCAs, but depicts the process
as resulting mainly from structural/secular changes among nations
in political jurisdictions and power relations. However, the
specific role played by economic phenomena of change, in inter-
country differences in economic size and degree of openness, in
geographical and interindustrial factor mobility, etc., remains
to be integrated into an appropriate political analytical framework,
or vice versa.
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The monetary theory of OCAs has been more well-developed
than-the economic theory, but it is the elaboration of micro
price adjustment mechanisms which has received most attention:

banking and brokerage fees on currency conversions, variations
in convertibility and their effects, interrelationships between
forward and spot currency markets, interest arbitrage, risk; etc,
and their impacts on adjustment mechanisms under different exchange
rate regimesÎ The preoccupation of theorists with the flexible
exchange rate aspects of the theory seems chiefly responsible for
the apparent lack of progress in the development of OCA theory.
Sohmen (1969 and 1970) takes a similar view, wishing to dispel
the notion that the analysis of optimum currency areas has some¬

thing to do with the issue of fixed versus flexible exchange rates,
but he is also characteristically preoccupied with micro monetary
factors. For instance, he regards the existence of positive
currency transactions costs as the main source of restraint on

the expansion of inter-regional trade.

^real More analysis is clearly needed òf^macro adjustment processes
involving the reallocation and rationalization in their use of

productive resources and of the exchange of goods and services both
under the influence of changes in prices, incomes, etc. and under
a regime of co-ordinated regional planning. Evidently, thé-way
to a more relevant policy-oriented theory is, but in part only,
through more comprehensive identification rules for OCAs.

McKinnon stretches Mundell's simple labour-market criterion into
a more complex, composite notion of optimality. But nevertheless
remains notably thin especially on integration dimensions. The
main analytical task is to develop within an OCA framework relevant
combinations of characteristics of countries and principles of
bloc formation on which basis individual countries can be assigned
to specific currency aréas capable of achieving predetermined
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policy objectives. An adequate theory of monetary integration
should both define a region and determine the number and structure
of OCAá"• into which it is divisible;. Optimality criteria even

when we can agree about them are helpful in delineating a currency

area, and how it might function, only where the region is an

optimum currency area. Where it is not, it is hardly possible
to determine, with their aid alone, whether a region of several
countries having infeasible or sub-optimal currency areas should
have one or more than one OCA.

A region is essentially a relative concept. Whether a

group of countries, such as West Africa or Western Europe, com¬

prises a region, for purposes of general economic and monetary

integration, is an empirical problem requiring a more comprehensive
analytical frame of preference than the theory of optimum currency

areas can provide. In any event, the primary question is to
identify one or more OCAs as geographical entities and the question
whether or not they correspond to an existing region - EEC of

Nine, EFTA, West Africa, or even a monetary area like BCEAO - is
logically secondary. It can be solved whether or not we can

demonstrate that the region is optimal. The key to the problem
seems to lie in the integration of general economic integration
theory and a theory of monetary integration. OCA theory is an.

incomplete system, an implicit theory of monetary unification
without an integration mechanism. There is a danger in accepting
that we have a theory of OCA because we can define an OCA and pose

an OCA problem. Is not the solution to tha which oountry - which
OCA problem the theory? If there is no analytical framework for
solving this problem, is there really a (useful) theory?

The theory of integration outlined in the next section treats
the monetary side as the core around and in terms of which elements
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of general economic and political integration are organized.
It is an expanded optimum currency area model for solving the
which country - which optimum currency area problem and is worked
out through a cluster analysis of monetary, growth and political
integration variables.



IIï- A MODEL OF MONETARY INTEGRATION

The problem of determining an optimum size for a regional
economic grouping is of fundamental practical as well as theoretical
significance. The majority of integration or co-operation groupings
in Africa and Latin America had their origins either in accidents of
a common history of colonization or in deliberate choices inspired
by criteria of political compatibility and ideology or geographical
contiguity and economic necessity. Choices of prospective economic
communities or of partners normally reflect subjective assessments
of resulting gains to individual countries rather than to whole
communities. Specifically, association decisions typically consider
the position and prospects of 1 regional' economies and their institu¬
tions, patterns of economic and political organisation, and the
structure and status of relationships among countries, in relation
to subjectively determined criteria of individual choice. Partly as

a result economic communities form and reform, some wither away

while others expand in coverage or in the substantive content of co¬

operation, all in search of workable and mutually satisfactory
economic and political bases for durable association. West Africa
is a classic demonstration of such movements. The contribution of

economic analysis to this search has been slight.

The potentialities of large markets, of economies of scale
and specialization, and of aggregation of bargaining power have
understandably predisposed small developing countries into forming

large regional economic groupings. However, experience during the
last decade of the dynamics of such groupings, notably the
difficulties of leadership, of political balance and of sustaining
cohesion has provided the basis for a new move in favour of smaller
economic scomraunities. However, neither in conventional arguments for

large size nor in the rationalisation of small scale is there a

basis for determining an optimum size for a regional economic

grouping.
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The problem of size has often been considered, implicitly,
usually in ex post models of the distribution of actual and potential
net gains from entry into and exit from existing regional groupings.
Should a specific country be included in an existing economic

community, free trade area or common market? Regarding exit, a

member may consider the desirability of leaving the association
because it believes that the community functioned at its expense and
that mutually acceptable bases for redistribution of gains were

unavailable. The ex ante question - whether an association should be
formed - is normally analysed on an assumption that the structure of
the grouping has been explicitly defined, or can be, and that it is
the optimum size. More often than not, it is not even considered
whether the proposed grouping would be of optimum size.

The ex ante, which country - which OCA model outlined below

develops a minimum set of integration properties of countries and

currency areas and corresponding principles of integration of
economies and monetary systems capable of determining which countries
constitute an optimum regional economic grouping, and whether an

existing grouping is optimal. In a cluster analysis of integration
properties key issues of strategy in the formation of regional
economic groups are posed. What bases exist for systematic choice by
individual countries of partners to form an OCA? In what circumstances

are relative homogeneity or mutual exclusivity satisfactory bases for
selection of countries for OCA's? What is the operational meaning of
complementarity? What are compatible economies?

The grouping of countries into OCA's is by way of a monetary
calculus incorporating development elements which should yield answers
which countries - which OCA's and what pattern of resulting gains and
losses - that are materially different from those deriving from
conventional analyses of foreign trade structures, trade liberalisation
and of possibilities for industrial development. Two sets of
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potentially conflicting criteria are featured: aggregative ('adjust¬
ment ' ) efficiency and regional or group interest, leading to a

regional solution; and distributional criteria relating to the
equalisation of national adjustment burdens, leading to a set of
national solutions comprising alternative configurations of currency

areas. In a regional solution, distributional goals such as the

equalisation of adjustment burdens are either omitted or appear as

v/eak constraints. The model accommodates the possibility both of
complementarities and of conflict between countries' national

objectives and the regional objectives which they would accept
between efficiency and distribution.

Conflicts between regional and national objectives show up as

differences in the number and structure of feasible currency areas:

which countries comprise which OCA's. Formally, such conflicts are

resolvable - i.e. OCA's are identified - through trade-off between
adjustment efficiency of the .hole currency area and equity in the
distribution among countries of the accompanying burdens. The units
of trade-offs are specified in terms of regional/national economic
and monetary dimensions (economic structures, patterns of intra-
regional and external production and trade dependence, etc.) and in
individual countries' goal structures and the pressures for their

fulfilment. The values of trade-offs are determined in part through
the OCA model and partly by means of institutional procedures,
including negotiation among prospective member governments and the
establishment of distribution rules binding on them and administered
in a supranational common organisation.

It is necessary, firstly, to determine systematically relevant
country/regional characteristics of economic and political systems,
and the structures of interrelationships among countries and the

weights to be applied to them in order to define OCA's. Secondly, to
identify an optimal grouping strategy: whether, with respect to
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national regional objectives of policy, optimum currency areas should
comprise countries which in terms of the chosen characteristics

(e.g. economic structures, monetary systems, growth processes,

disequilibrium systems) are compatible because they are homogeneous
relative to those characteristics which need to be maximised; or

because they are complementary - not in conflict; or because they
stand, and would best fulfil policy objectives, in a hierachical
system of functional interdependence which all countries are prepared
to accept.

The initial problem is to choose from an almost infinite number
of 'integration variables' a minimum number of clusters of selected

variables, in which each cluster represents a domain of fundamental
characteristics of countries which defines an important property of
monetary and economic integration in a framework of OCA's. Variables
in a cluster are of two types: basic defining variables, 'definers',
and non—definers. The latter are other relevant variables which

help to 'complete' the cluster. Variables in a cluster are mutually
collinear in tending to behave more or less always in unison.

Defining variables are identified and selected with the aid of a

'pivot variable' with which they appear to be highly correlated;
defining variables in a cluster would furthermore be substantially
uncorrelated with variables that are likely definers of other clusters.

After satisfactorily grouping integration variables, the
classification of countries is done through a condensation procedure
in which each country is assigned a cluster score generated in a

preliminary fact or analysis of integration variables relating to
countries in a sub—region — with the sub—region itself includes as

a 'country', to determine whether it is an OCA or an economic region.
Score patterns for each country are defined and countries classified

into 'core' country clusters - optimum currency areas - on the basis
of their score patterns. OCA's so defined would group together
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countries in strong attribute domains, where they share to a

significant degree a sizeable set of fundamental integration
characteristics of in weak attribute domains, where they do not.

The mathematical model and the general methodology are

described in an Appendix. The tablé below contains an illustrative
list of integration variables and the clusters into which they may

be grouped. The first 'variable' in a cluster is the pivot variable.

INTEGRATION VARIABLES AND CLUSTERS

Illustrative list

CLUSTER I: Economic Structure

GNP per capita
Level of economic development

Compositon of GNP
Index of Natural Resource Endowments

Economic Size

Degree of Openness

Commodity Weighted Share of Exports

Comparative Cost Conditions in Industry

CLUSTER II: External Interdependence

Foreign Trade Matrix
Ratio of Reciprocal Trade to Total Foreign Trade
Geographical Factor Mobility

Reciprocal Trade Possibilities
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CLUSTER III: Adjustment Needs

Propensities to Inflate
Rate of Inflation

Wage/price flexibility-
Marginal Propensities to Import
Monetary Reserves
Reserve Gains/Losses as % of Monetary Reserves
Net Deficits on current and capital accounts
Net Foreign Capital Imports

Degree of Exchange and Payments Freedom
Real Adjustment Costs

CLUSTER IV: Financial and Monetary Infrastructure
Degree of Compartmentalisation of National Money and
Capital Markets

Tariff Levels and Structures

Ownership and Orientation of Banking and Financial
Institutions

CLUSTER V: Growth Experience
Secular Growth Rates

Probable Growth Paths

CLUSTER VI: Regional Factors

Aggregate Market Size of Region
Existing Levels of Co-operation among countries
Contiguity of countries

Nodal Patterns

CLUSTER VII: Political Factors

Freedom in Making Association Decisions

Existing Political Relations

Linguistic and Cultural Homogeneity
Development Consciousness and Aspirations
Measures of Foreign Ownership of Industry
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The variables tentatively included in the clusters together
constitute a workable minimum set of elements for an optimum

currency area model of the type being developed. They include a

number of variables and implicit functional relationships which
have been featured consistently in regional integration theory, as

much in classical customs union theory as in its extensions to
include growth elements, and in conventional OCA theory. Further¬
more, an attempt has been made to include integration variables
which seem most likely to affect trade-offs between regional and
national goals, and consequently to enter individual countries'
choice of prospective partners and the resulting negotiations

among them.

In principle, of course, the assignment of variables into
Clusters would be evidently more systematically accomplished than
has been done here. Greater sensitivity and refinement are needed
both in the choice and definition of integration variables and of
cluster». Integration properties are fundamental and seldom

representable by any single variable. Problems arise in defining
them with operational precision and in choosing empirical correlates
that are sufficiently measurable to be embodied in functional and
other relationships. This is a familiar problem in integration

theory where notions of 'strict trade relations', 'trade dependence',
'trade creation and trade diversion', 'homogeneous economic

structures', etc. are seldom concretely defined.

Clearly, the inclusion in the model of a larger number of
countries and variables can be easily justified, ideally by

incorporating all African countries and logically by breaking out
of the bounds of the existing administrative sub-regions. There
are obvious limitations defined by the availability of data and

processing and computational requirements. With relatively few
variables and fewer clusters data and computational difficulties
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are eased, but economies in the use of data and in the requirements
of quantification need to be balanced against the possibility of

excluding some countries. However, if fewer variables, clusters
and countries had of necessity to be used, a much less statistically

demanding model may well be more practicable. Such 'partial' models
have substantial rule-of-thumb merit in enabling attention to be
focussed only on subjectively critical relationships which are

normally featured in individual country's choice of integration
partners. , . ■ , . .. .

; '

The model throws some light on a major substantive issue in

regional integration theory, that of the meaning and significance
of homogeneity and compatibility. Are economies compatible which

have, for example, broadly similar propensities to inflate, similar
marginal propensities to import, or similar payments disequilibrium
mechanisms? Would inter-country differences in national rates of
inflation constitute an obstacle to the acceptance of unified
stabilization policies? Since the creation of complementarities is
a basic strategy in regional economic integration, is homogeneity
an adequate basis for delineating optimum currency areas? On the
other hand, a cluster analysis model may offer little help in the
analysis of polarised structures and relations among countries,
when they may appear, on efficiency grounds for example, a necessary
and desirable basis for forming a regional economic grouping, say

with one or two countries in an acknov/ledgedly pre-eminent position.

Several further technical as well as economic questions
arise regarding the basic appropriateness of a cluster analysis as
a framework for solving the which country - which OCA problem.
First, where countries are classified into country clusters on a

basis of homogeneity among them with respect to key integration
properties, the possibility seems excluded of forming OCA's among
countries where integration characteristics, such as external payments
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adjustment processes and outcomes, are complementary. Second,
some strategic relations which characterise adjustment processes,

notably those involving correlation between variables in different

clusters, can be examined only by violating the basic rule of
variable definition and clustering. Three examples are given below.
First, important and fairly systematic relations exist between
economic structure, disequilibrium systems and adjustment mechanisms

where, for instance, payments imbalances are caused persistently by

monetary inflation or deflation, or result from more or less

permanent changes in demand and supply schedules for particular

internationally traded goods in which countries' exports are

concentrated. Second, strong relationships can be demonstrated
between the degree of compartmentalisation in national money and

capital markets and the degree of intraregional factor mobility.

Thirdly, secular growth rates are evidently not unrelated to

patterns of distribution among countries of adjustment costs.

Perhaps the main technical limitation of the cluster analysis
outlined above is that it uses cross-section data relative to a

single year, when, clearly, the variable analysis and clustering
need to be carried out with time series data, in a longitudinal

analysis, in order to accommodate changes in structural relations
within and among countries and in development and integration

possibilities. The majority of the integration properties

represented in our illustrative model are static macro indicators
which measure or summarize what currently exists, but some do have
a 'dynamic' dimension as indicators of probable future possibilities

Clearly, however, a framework which permits the study of the
behaviour of integration variables and of clusters over time would
be very illuminating.
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IV. MONEY IN A THEORY OF ECONOMIC INTEGRATION IN AFRICA

The theory of economic integration comprises two only tenuously
related bodies of theory: a stage theory of economic integration and
a roughly parallel theory of monetary integration. The conditions
and the manner of integration of money and monetary institutions
appear in the calculus of economic integration only at the highest
levels of economic integration - to form a theory of integration
among developed market economies. Integration becomes a problem in
strategy: should monetary unification precede or follow economic or

trade integration? At lower stages of economic integration and
development - characterised by a theory of integration among less
developed countries - only rudimèntary forms of monetary co-operation
are practicable or desirable. Systems of money and currency relation¬
ships attract analytical interest only in a context of integration
when they pose essentially short-run problems of instability and
real adjustment that are normally regarded as remotely related to
possibilities of regional development and integration.

Classical customs union theory provides an insufficient frame¬
work for identifying and evaluating possibilities for integration
among less developed countries. Less widely acknowledged is the fact
that the conventional theory of monetary integration is hardly less
inapplicable. In addition to their origins in the characteristics,
institutional relationships and specific integration needs of mature

economies, both systems rest on the intuitively plausible though
questionable presumption that a continuum of formalised stages of
integration exists, each with almost completely non-decomposable
elements, from non-integration to full integration. Customs union
theory differentiates three principal stages: from a free trade area

with liberalised trade and tariffs, to a second stage, a limited
tax or fiscal union, which features in addition substantial tax

harmonisation. The final stage, a common market or economic union,
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eliminates all restrictions on the geographical and interindustrial
movement of factors. Stages of monetary integration are less clear
cut but easily discernible. They range from atomistic national

currency areas through forms of payments agreements and payments
unions to 'the highest form of co-operation', namely full monetary
and economic union comprising an exchange rate union and a unified

capital market.

The central proposition of customs union theory, the trade
creation - trade diversion calculus, has been significantly reinter¬

preted and extended into a theory of economic integration for

developing countries. Consumption effects were variously recognised
by Meade [_ 1955_7j Lipsey / 1957_7 and Brown j_ 19Ó1 J. A need to
industrialise and save foreign exchange through import substitution
has been drafted into the basic Meade-Viner analysis. This 'new way

of thinking' justifies integration as desirable even in the

classically unfavourable case where trade diversion exceeds trade
creation. Andic, Andic and Dosser / 1971_7 for example, add a new

composite evaluation criterion - development creation, and

significantly generalise the minimum structure of standard stages
into a multiplicity of different arrangements involving preferential
tariffs either product by product or country by country both within
the union and towards outside countries.

Little progress has been made in the monetary analysis of
integration possibilities either through incorporation of monetary
mechanisms into customs union theory or into the extensions to

integration in less developed countries. The possibility that the
integration of commodity and labour markets would require substantial

prior unification of money and capital markets remains to be formally
acknowledged. In practice, monetary integration continues to be

regarded as the ultimate stage of economic integration, completing
the integration of trade and economic relations into a pplitical union.
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Exchange rate union and capital market integration will come with
a customs union. Monetary integration among countries in the early
stages of economic integration is thus impracticable. This orthodoxy
is illustrated in an extract from an official document: "Even in

Europe, economic integration has preceded monetary integration; the
latter can only be envisaged during the final stages of the former.
Mutatis Mutandis, the same procedure should apply to West Africa".
Clearly, a less traditional examination is needed of the significance
both of money, monetary institutions and fiscal policy in development
and of the probable contribution of elements of monetary unification
(common currencies, co-ordinated exchange rate policies, and monetary
harmonisation, and of capital market unification) to development and
integration. Does fiscal or economic integration require monetary
integration, as a pre-requisite, or should both proceed simultaneously?
Should the area of monetary integration be greater than or equal to
the area of a fiscal or economic union? Where fiscal zones must be

smaller than monetary zones, would this help monetary integration?
The strength of the arguments in favour of monetary integration
depends on the answer to these questions.

Monetary unification is normally adjudged practicable and thus
justified only where it would unambiguously underwrite the integration
of trade relations, product and factor markets, and expand the
domains of fiscal zones. To be effective, prospective members of a

regional economic grouping must share highly developed economic
relations. The existence of such relations constitutes the measuring
rod of successful integration. The standard test are as follows:-

(a) low foreign trade/GNP ratios and a high ratio of
foreign trade to intra-regional trade;

(b) highly developed monetary and fiscal infrastructures
in member countries;

(c) structurally compatible national economic policies, with
governments able and willing to co-ordinate action.



Countries which are structurally interdependent on these terms normally
have national monetary areas which are feasible, but probably sub-

optimal, and are, partly as a result, generally closely integrated
into the existing order of international money and trade relations.
These countries require more complete rationalisation in the use of

productive resources, trade liberalisation, freer competition, and

rapidly expanding intra-regional trade in order to achieve significantly

higher levels of economic integration and development in living
standards. The objectives of monetary co-operation and the evaluation
of the desirability and effectiveness of specific arrangements are

legitimised in terms of these requirements.

Among small countries with few developed mutual economic links,
and lacking a tradition of compatibility and of co-ordination in
economic policy, countries which have infeasible currency areas,

rudimentary monetary and financial infrastructures, and are in

dependent relationships with extraregional monetary areas, only the
lower forms of monetary co-operation are practicable and desirable.
Since, 'realistically', co-operation is needed principally to
facilitate intra-regional settlements and encourage exapnsion in
mutual trade, payments agreements are a logical first step. They
economise in the use of scarce convertible currency since only net
balances are settled in such currency. Bilateral/multilateral
arrangements for clearing intra-regional settlements, with or without

provision of interim credit, usually feature bilaterally agreed
credit lines in agreed currencies extended by monetary authorities
to each other. Balances are settled multilaterally over designated

periods usually through a central bank to which designated trans-
actions are reported. As in two recent studies of possibilities

; : . ■•••.!:

for monetary co-operation in West Africa, by the IMF J_ IMF, 1972_/
and the Association of African Central Banks / AACB, 1972__/, the
problem of expanding co-operation is interpreted as one of choice from



among a restricted range of feasible clearing arrangements of the
minimum format consistent with anticipated requirements for increasing
mutual trade.

Clearing arrangements however cave little foreign exchange
compared with countries' global convertible currency obligations
where their intra-regional trade is small relative to total foreign
trade and, partly in consequence, little use made of regional
currencies for settlement of regional balances. Payments agreements
to finance and settle global payments obligation require a fund in
convertible currency larger than it seems reasonable to expect.
Monetary co-operation among developing countries it is concluded
can be an expensive irrelevance.

Monetary co-operation in Africa is easily justified by much
more comprehensive needs than expanding reciprocal trade. These
arise in five major areas: diseconomies associated with small, open
economies having infeasible currency areas; fragmentation in the
traditionally close and exclusive trading and financial links with

Europe and intensification of burdens of external and internal

adjustment historically associated with the complementarities of
dependent relationships; the growing remoteness in relationships
among central monetary authorities; rapid inflation in the real cost
of decentralised policy-making as economies become more open to a
broader range of common external economic pressures; adjustment and
liquidity problems posed for developing countries by the breakdown
of the Bretton Woods Order of international money, payments and trade.

To solve these distinctive problems, co-operation requires
the creation of optimal monetary relations in a new, more effective
framework of regional institutions and the introduction of appropriate
elements of co-ordination in monetary and fiscal policies. The
experience of non—African countries which are striving to integrate
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their monetary systems is obviously of value, as guidelines and in
the lessons they offer, but hardly as demarcated paths required to
be similarly traversed. The determination of a strategy for
monetary co-operation in Africa - presumed to be farthest away from
monetary union than Asia, Latin America, and Western Europe - is often
considered as a problem of choice from among standard stages of
economic and monetary union of a next higher complement of institutions,
monetary and payments arrangements, and currency relationships that is
more appropriate to African conditions.

However, stages of economic and monetary union exist neither
as discrete sets of mutually exclusive elements distinguishable from
other stages qualitatively, quantitatively or in the manner of their
combination, nor, except in abstract, as hierarchically structured
sequences through which all co-operation must necessarily progress.

In practice, a stage of monetary unification is little more than a

planning and policy construct embodying the maximum structure of

intergovernmental harmonisation and co-operation in the monetary and
fiscal fields which is feasible within a realistic planning period
and for which a consensus can be secured. Elements of a stage are

defined by three main sets of factors. First are the changing
patterns of interaction of member countries' national and regional
political and economic interest structures. Second are the

differing measures of economic and political sovereignty which
governments may be able end willing to surrender and to aggregate
in supranational institutions in pursuit qf agreed regional and
national goals. Third are the specific complexes of possibilities
for trade and payments arrangements that are technically sustainable
by the existing structure of extra-area and intra-regional trade and
payments relations and the perceived requirements of intra-regional
trade expansion.
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A stage of monetary co-operation is thus a relative rather
than an absolute concept. The implicit determinism of orthodox

stage theories is replaced by a wide-ranging pragmatism that is
the measure of the complexity of integration processes.

There are no standard paths towards the development of
regional monetary institutions. This reflects, in part, the
difficulty of establishing any rigid correspondences between stages
of economic integration and stages of monetary integration. Economic
and monetary integration are necessarily part of the same process of
institutional differentiation, intergovernmental collaboration, and

regionalised development. Optimal relations between monetary and

trade, tariff and fiscal integration have to be established by
defining and assessing the role which money and monetary systems may

realistically be expected to play during a specific phase of regional
development and integration. It is in these terms that practical
measures for co-operation can be identified. Any one set of
innumerable forms of payments arrangements, reserve pooling, capital
market integration, and payments union can be devised to operate
between rudimentary bilateralism and a common regional currency.

The usual conclusions that monetary integration among less
developed countries is practical and justified only as a means of
facilitating inter-regional settlements and that only rudimentary
forms of payments arrangements are called for is attributable to the

restricted notions of the role of money and of monetary institutions
which are featured in the conventional theory of monetary integration
in less developed countries. A substantially expanded role is often
acknowledged even for developing countries / Leticshe, 1972J, but
this, characteristically, is conceived only for stages of development
x«/hich developing countries are yet to attain.
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Money in Africa has been far more than a means of expediting
exchange. The technical details of monetary systems, like written
constitutions, bear uncommonly heavily on the way they function as

well as define the limits of freedom and initiative which governments

enjoy and can exercise in the domestic and foreign economic policy
areas. Money, and monetary institutions and relationships, are a

basic economic as well as political and psychological/cultural
reality. Colonial economies were, and many independent nations
remain, on a monetary standard more disciplined and restrictive than
the gold standard ever was. French monetary tradition extols the
virtues of exchange stability with convertibility and is unimpressed
by the claims for an active monetary policy as a progressive basis
for policies of growth and structural diversification. The tradition
of free trade, unified exchange rates and fixed parities characteristic
of the French connection has been maintained only at great cost to

employment and growth. Since their independence, Anglophone countries
have broken away from a similar through less ideological tradition
to opt for a monetary independence in which stability per se is no

longer an uncompromising goal. It can be satisfactorily demonstrated
that autonomy in the management of money and credit has had a

significant impact on differences in the range and quality of growth

performances among West African nations. The more advanced stage of

development of national monetary and financial institutions in

Anglophone countries and the greater measure of monetary experience
which this implies have greatly reinforced these countries'

capabilities for individual and collective mobilisation of resources

and redirection of efforts for development.

The strengthening of national monetary arrangements and the

régionalisation of money, monetary and financial institutions with

increasing autonomy in their management are an essential pre-requisite
for the rationalisation of regional resource use and of the basis for
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industrialisation, tax and fiscal harmonisation, and the creation of
a regional market. Furthermore, regionalised monetary arrangements
aay strengthen the basis for political co-operation by confronting
countries with the necessity for, and encouraging, a measure of
pooling of sovereignties in perhaps the most sensitive area in which

sovereignty is revered. Monetary unions or payments agreements have
often formed a platform for extending political as well as general
economic co-operation.
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V. STRATEGY AND MEASURES FOR MONETARY CO-OPERATION

Thé ultimate goal of monetary co-operation in Africa is
to strengthen the framework for balanced regional resource

utilization and development. Immediate tasks are defined
by the problems posed by monetary disintegration. The tactical
goals are to create an efficient and flexible interregional
adjustment mechanism; to provide for financing adjustment needs;
to make effective Use of regional monetary resources; and to
régionalisé monetary institutions and operational arrangements.
As against these, long-run goals appear somewhat distant: free
movement of trade, services, labour and capital; a de facto
single regional currency with full and irreversible converti¬

bility and fixed interregional parities; joint monetary manage¬
ment in a regional central bank system; centralization of effect
tive responsibility and initiative in fiscal and regional develop¬
ment policy in community institutions. Rather than document in
detail forward stages to full integration, it seems more practi¬
cable to establish a next stage and perhaps a terminal date by
which the specified measure of integration shall have been

attained.

Integration of necessity requires some pooling of
sovereignties in order to ensure greater effectiveness in their
collective exercise. African countries must co-operate inten¬
sively to overcome the costs of monetary disintegration. Indeed,
régionalisation in monetary/fiscal policy may be a pre-condition
for achieving a broadbased understanding and acceptability of the

requirements of regional economic integration. Since both
political and economic costs of such co-operation would rise as

co-operation is intensified, a mechanism needs to be created for

establishing mutually satisfactory yet constructive trade-offs
between disintegration costs and co-operation costs. Considering
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the paucity of concensus over the imperatives of co-operation
it is necessary to determine carefully minimum conditions of

political acceptability and workability which have to be net
for a plan of co-operation to become an operational reality.
A progressive balance often requires to be struck between the
conservatism of evolutionary development, building upon existing
elements of co-operation, and 'revolutionary' initiatives pre¬

dicated on a 'sharp break with the past'.

The measures for co-operation sketched in broad outline
below are in three distinct but related areas:

(a) partial pooling of external reserves for

facilitating global payments adjustment and the
settlement of intraregional trade and payments

accounts;

(b) agreement on a common platform on those issues
in international monetary reform which would

strengthen basés for inter-African monetary

co-operation;

(c) re-definition of monetary areas and relationships
and establishment of institutions and procedures
for rationalizing exchange rates and payments
adjustment processes and developing and integrating
capital markets. v

POOLING OF EXTERNAL ASSETS

The idea of complete or partial pooling of external
reserves is familiar. Nearly all systems of dependent monetary
relionships have had commonly held reserves. Groups of developed
countries and some developing countries have had or contemplated
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pooling some of their external assets in common institutions.
The Central American Clearing House is a familiar example.
Whether a scheme of pooling reserves is desirable, and can work,
depends mainly on the appropriateness of its funding, the bases
of common decision-making, and its main operational characteris¬
tics: the adjustment mechanisms through which the pool would
function, regulation of access to resources, reconstitution,
equalisation of adjustment burdens.

Member countries in an optimum currency area would pool

part of their reserves in a Monetary Co-operation Fund held by
a Regional Reserve Bank, a common central bank initially limited
in scope and authority, which would administer the proposed
system of monetary co-operation. The Bank would contribute
to the adjustment of designated categories of imbalances in global
and regional payments, facilitate stability in member countries'
exchange rates through operations with outside monetary authori¬
ties, and develop bases for autonomous regional liquidity creation
and management. It would analyse member countries' disequilibrium
systems and probable disequilibrium paths, evaluate economic
performance in member countries and articulate and prescribe
through the collective judgment of members regional and national
policies which are commendable in specific circumstances.

National central banks retaining under their direct
control the bulk of national external assets would remain free

to pursue independent policies including financing designated
types of deficits, such as those occasioned by rates of inflation
in excess of a predetermined regional average.

The system of 'regional' banks in a Sub-Region would
ultimately become member banks in a federal reserve system of
regional dimensions, as they progressively acquire the central
monetary management function from national control banks.
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The Monetary Co-operation Fund could initially comprise
member countries' existing holdings of Special Drawing Rights
included in their external reserves; deposits by them of
adequate amounts in reserve currencies to cover their combined
maximum working balance requirements; consolidation of pre¬

determined proportions of countries' reserve currency holdings
into SDR&3. all new allocations of SDRs on individual country
account credited to the Fund; contributions in reserve currencies
or in their national currencies by the major trading and financial
nations with which the currency area as a whole is in substantial
bilateral deficits (serving to finance settlements, as balance
of payments credits with suitable, more accommodating-payments
terns and as a basis for rationalizing export credits). Finally,
bilateral donors and international agencies could provide re¬

sources.

The initial structure of the Fund would be determined in

part by the existing composition of members' reserves, their
preferences for various forms of liquidity, rates of consolidation
of existing reserve assets, Consolidation and switching costs,
etc.

The assets of the Fund contributed by members are callable
by a member only on withdrawing from the Bank-Fund system on

following a collective decision to liquidate the system. If.enber
countries would afford themselves an assurance of relatively
easy drawings at least up to the limit of their contributions in

return for agreement to co-ordinate monetary/fiscal policies
and accept the Bank-Fund's surveillance of economic policy and
performance.

The Regional Reserve Bank would be endowed with limited

fiduciary power to create regional liquidity within a pre¬

determined framework of control, initially in the form of its
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liabilities in respect of counterpart deposits. Bank money

would increasingly be accepted and held by national central
banks as a non-convertible monetary reserve assets, and as a

money-market asset in which to invest non-pooled reserves at
remunerative rates. The Bank's currency would be in a fixed

parity relationship with SDRs and form the basis of an in¬
digenous regional unit of account as a common currency. The
creation of regional reserves would in the first instance be
for settlement of intra-regional liabilities. As experience
is gained with the system of creation, management and collective
control of the regional reserve unit, it could be converted
progressively into a regional currency unit. This process

would, however, follow rather than precede efforts to encourage
the use of existing regional currencies as a common means of

exchange (see below).

The currency area would adopt SDR's as the regional
unit of account in respect of pooled reserves, their reconstitu¬
tion and operations in them, for monetary operations and for
intraregional settlements through national central monetary
authorities. Having the Bank and Fund on an SDR standard
commits the area to SDRs as the international numeraire in

terms of which parities are expressed and in relation to which
currencies are revalued or devalued. SDR® would be the main

reserve asset for all countries with reserve currencies held

officially for working balance purposes only. The expansion
of new international liquidity would be principally by way of

regulated SDR creation. This could be a major step towards a

world monetary system generally more stable for currencies,
more efficient in adjusting their parities yet less dépendent
on them, and more compatible with the wider adjustment needs
of the developing countries.
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A POSITION ON WORLD MONETARY REFORM

African endorsement of an international SDR standard
would be parallel by action to strengthen SDRà as a reserve

asset for international and regional use, and to enlarge the
area of African, and other countries' freedom to determine the
composition of their external assets. This would basically
comprise efforts to reduce the number of international reserve

assets the simultaneous existence of which underwrites monetary

instability, and to encourage major financial nations - and
African countries themselves - to move out of gold and reserve

assets into SDRs. But SDRs would have to be endowed with the

desirable qualities, real or perceived, of conventional reserve

assets, notably those which strengthen preference for them on
the part of dependent currency countries over more 'neutral'
assets: convertibility (vide CFA franc), interest income, etc.
With credible exchange value and convertibility (into gold,
perhaps) guarantees, their adequacy assured or predictably
controlled as a source of new liquidity growth, SDRs could become
a more desirable form of reserve asset. If SDR holdings in a

common regional reserve pool could constitute a supplementary
form of guarantee or collateral for access by individual countries
to major credit, money and capital markets, the utility of an

SDR standard coul.d be further ensured.

A REGIONAL MONETARY ECONOMY

In the third main area of co-operation within currency

areas the ultimate objective is to eliminate disintegration in

monetary relationships, involving firstly movements towards
unification in exchange rates, unified decisions on exchange
rate adjustment, and eventually a common currency; and, secondly,
initial steps towards unification in capital markets. It
should be possible within a reasonable period to progress in
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each currency area to a system of exchange rates in relatively
fixed relationship one with the other, with co-ordinated adjust¬
ments in relation to the parities of non-menber currencies -

including those of other African currency areas. The establish¬
ment of a unified capital market - particularly where this in¬
volves cutting across existing monetary areas - would be a

medium-term objective,.but significant early moves to this end
may be taken through standardisation of exchange controls and
progressive elimination of restrictions on capital movements
within a currency area.

Centralized management of exchange rates and the inte¬

gration of capital markets are both facilitated by greater use
of existing regional currencies. Promotion of their use as

trading media and for settlement, initially, of designated
transactions routed in the first instance through specified
money, banking and financial institutions, offers a necessary
and realistic first step towards a common currency. It is
necessary to reverse current tendencies towards avoiding the use
of national currencies effectively underwritten in bilateral
trade and payments agreements between prospective members„

Hultilaterally agreed amounts of regional currencies used for

designated transactions in designated institutions would be

afforded exchange value and convertibility guarantees based on

the reserve pool, while parallel efforts are made to remove the

more significant of the existing disadvantages of national
currencies; their strangeness to businessmen and banks; the lack
of localised credit facilities in them; uncertainty regarding
their acceptability; and the thinness of interbank relations

■j.o •

among countries.
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The credibility and operational effectiveness of the
Monetary Co-operation Fund would depend critically on the size
of its resources, particularly in relation to financing and
operational needs and anticipated drawings. The larger the
Fund the greater its potential functional possibilities in
managing monetary resources for stability and in the financing
of regional development. In contributing to exchange stability,
the Fund could, for instance, function as a regional open market
committee and/or as a regional exchange equalization fund, but
only if it contained large enough resources for significant
intervention. Problems of great practical importance relato
to the choice of investments and of markets for the deployment
of Fund resources.

Tests of adequacy of a Fund would be on a currency area

basis. An oversimplified procedure would be firstly to deduct
from each country's gross monetary reserves a maximum working
balance component. Changes in the pattern of reserve movements
relative to global balance of payments may give some indication
of aggregate financing needs to be met from all sources - national

regional, and international, and enable estimates to be made of
minimum needs to be met by the MCF. Incomplete figures of gross

monetary reserves, by existing monetary areas, their composition,
reserve gains and losses for a recent period, and balance of
payments data are shown in an Appendix. The magnitude of likely
contributions to the MCF by members cannot be easily judged.

Effective reserve needs of African countries appear to
have been consistly overstated. There has as a result been
excessive immobilization in reserves of potentially usable
resources and an implicit sacrifice of development for the sake
of reserves. This seems borne out in preliminary comparisons
of reserve movements relative to average levels and peak values.

3y facilitating greater economy in reserve use the Fund may help
reduce the need to hold reserves.
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ALTERNATIVE CO-OPERATION STRATEGIES

The barest outlines only of the proposed structure have
been included above. Many of the major details regarding the
structure of funding, terms of reconstitution, regulation of
access to resources, mechanisms of political and economic manage¬
ment of the Bank-Fund etc. remain to be elaborated,. So are

several aspects of relationships among regional (optimum currency

area) institutions and between them and other monetary and finan¬
cial institutions at Sub-Regional level (e.g: existing common

monetary organizations like the BCEAO, and the French Treasury)
and at the international level, notably the IMF. We end instead
with a brief enumeration of a few alternative structures that

have been proposed for developing monetary co-operation in Africa.

It is sometimes argued that the channelling of payments
for intraregional transactions can be effected without recourse

to a common fund through expansion of the systems of credit
lines under existing clearing arrangements. The Bank-MCF

proposed here is intended to do more than facilitate intra¬

regional settlements. Even so, the argument that there is no

need for a common fund probably ignores the fact that lines of
credit are not identical quantitatively, in the eyes of those
who need assurances of prompt payment, with a concrete fund of
convertible currencies from which assured payments can be made.
To the extent that the Bank-Fund strengthens members' capacity
to cope with global payments problems it would reinforce their

ability to cope at source with regional payments difficulties
which largely occasion existing bilateral clearing arrangements.

An expanded structure of clearing and payments arrangements
among the various monetary zones in Africa has been commended,
because of the alleged modesty of its aims, the fact that such

arrangements are voluntary, easily negotiated, and require
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United policy harmonization. In contrast, full-fledged
monetary unions, the issue of a common inter-zonal currency by
a common central bank, and the pooling of reserves demand
considerable policy co-ordination and multiply problems. There

would, for example, be difficulties over the transfer of the
pool of CFA reserves from their operations accounts in Paris,
and over the realisation by sterling countries of official assets
invested in London. If reserve pools must exist, they would
have to be fed mainly with working capital from outside sources.

Monetary co-operation has to become more than a matter of

expanding regional trade and arranging smoother payments. The
so-called higher forms of co-operation can hardly be irrelevant,
even though full monetary union would remain a long-term objective
What seems required are realistic initiatives towards a broader-

based co-operation and a collective will to take them and make

them work.

It has been proposed that CFA franc countries retain

their common currency but establish national central banks in the

manner of sterling zone countries and set up among themselves
only a Common Fund from balances in their operations accounts
in Paris for use in the correction of structural inequalities
in relations between member countries. Operations accounts
would be abolished to be replaced by an 'advance account' system
into which foreign contributions can be made. In the second

phase, CFA franc parities would be fixed in relation to Anglo¬
phone parities, common exchange control systems established,
and Anglophone central banks brought into a monetary union with
the common CFA central bank by admitting them to the Common Fund,




